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JUN 2 2 1999 

Subject: Analyses of Controlled-Release Capacity from Trinity Dam- Central Valley 
Project, Trinity River Division, California 

Dear Mr. Licht: 

The enclosed reports provide the results of our 1998 analysis of outlet works capacity at Trinity 
Dam, as well as background data regarding the capacity of the auxiliary outlet works. The 
analysis performed in 1998 focused on the combined operation of the river outlet works and 
powerplant to obtain increased releases for downstream habitat improvement. The capacity of 
the separate auxiliary outlet works was not analyzed, and was assumed to be the same as that 
shown on original drawings ofthe structure (drawing 416-D-171 in report HYD-472). 

For purposes of considering habitat improvements that might be obtained from sustained 
increased releases, the maximum controlled release (river outlet works, powerplant, and auxiliary 
outlets all operating simultaneously) should be assumed to be the result from the 1998 study, 
13,750 ftl/s at reservoir elevation 2370. Since the time of the 1998 analysis, additional 
information has come to light from a 1985 study of the auxiliary outlet works jet flow gates 
(attached memorandum report PAP-483) that suggests the auxiliary outlet works capacity may be 
about 400 fe/s larger than that indicated on the original design drawings. To the best of our 
knowledge, this increased capacity has not been independently confirmed. Based on this 
information, it is possible that the maximum controlled release may be slightly higher than the 
result obtained in the 1998 study, but we do not recommend using any larger value until this has 
been confirmed by full-scale tests. We recommend that for purposes of assessing the impact of 
increased releases on downstream structures (e.g., roads, bridges, etc.), a range of uncertainty in 
the auxiliary outlet works capacity should be considered. The full uncertainty range should 
include not only the uncertainty of the auxiliary outlet works release capacity but any potential 
side channel inflows up to the point of interest and other hydraulic factors which will influence 
the discharge. 



If you have questions about the enclosed reports or would like to discuss this matter further, 
please contact Tony Wahl at 303-445-2155 or Elisabeth Cohen at 303-445-3247. 

Sincerely, 

TONYL. WAHL 

Tony L. Wahl 
Technical Service Center 
Hydraulic Engineer 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Area Manager, Northern California Area Off~~e, Shasta Lake CA 
Attention: Russell Smith, NC-300 

From: Elisabeth A. Cohen, Waterways and Concrete Dams Group 
Tony L. Wahl, Water Resources Research Laboratory 

Subject: Maximum Controlled-Release Capacity from Trinity Dam - Central 
Valley Project, Trinity River Division, California 

The Technical Service Center (TSC) has completed an analysis of the maximum 
controlled-flow release capacity from Trinity Dam. This analysis is based on 
a mathematical model of the combined operation of the river outlet works and 
powerplant, which use a shared tunnel and penstock system. The model was 
developed by the TSC and calibrated using data collected from two field tests 
conducted by Northern California Area Office staff on August 4 and August 6, 
1998. The calibrated model predicts a maximum controlled-flow release of 
13,750 ft 3 /s at reservoir water surface elevation 2370 (crest of the 
uncontrolled spillway), which includes both the combin~~ operation of the 
river outlet works and powerplant (using the high-head runners) and releases 
from the auxiliary outlet works system. The discharge capacity of the 
auxiliary outlet works, which is entirely separate from the river outlet works 
and powerplant, was not analyzed, but was assumed to be that shown on drawing 
416-D-160. 

Cavitation potential in the outlet works system was not analyzed. The 
increased discharge and reduced pressures caused by combined operations of the 
outlet works and powerplants do have the potential to create cavitating flow 
conditions. If prolonged combined operations of the river outlet works and 
powerplant occur in the future, we recommend that during such operations 
special attention be given to any abnormal noise levels that might indicate 
ongoing cavitation, and we recommend that the outlet works system be inspected 
for cavitation damage following those operations. 

A revised controlled-flow release discharge curve is attached. The figure 
shows the river outlet works capacity under three different scenarios: 

1) River outlet works operating without powerplant - This curve shows 
the discharge at 100 percent opening of the two hollow-jet valves, and 
indicates about 18 percent greater discharge than that shown on drawings 
416-D-160 and 416-D-164. This increased discharge capacity was verified 
by the field test performed August 4, 1998. 

2) River outlet works in combination with powerplant (high-head 
runners) - This curve shows the combined discharge when operating the 
hollow-jet valves at 100 percent opening and one or both turbines at 
full-gate, with the high-head runners installed. For reservoir 
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elevations below 2262, there will be insufficient head to operate the 
powerplant within the design head range for the high-head runners. 
Between elevation 2262 and 2290, there is only sufficient head to 
operate one turbine. Unit 1 should be operated in this case, since it 
has the most upstream connection to the outlet works penstock, and thus 
the most available head. 

3) River outlet works in combination with powerplant (low-head 
runners) -This case is similar to (2), except that the low-head runners 
are installed in the powerplant. for reservoir elevations below 2213, 
there will be insufficient head to operate the powerplant within the 
design head range for the low-head runners. Between elevation 2213 and 
2241, there is only sufficient head to operate one turbine. Again, 
unit 1 should be operated in this case, since it has the most upstream 
connection to the outlet works penstock, and thus the most available · 
head. for reservoir elevations of 2332 and above, the combined 
operation of the outlet works and powerplant produces so much head loss 
that the low-head runners can still be used and will operate within 
their design net head range. However, the low-head runners are unlikely 
to be installed in the powerplant under these conditions, since they 
would operate at heads higher than their design range if the outlet 
works were not also operating. Thus, this portion of the discharge 
curve is shown as a dashed line. Note that the greatest release 
capacity is obtained by using the low-head runners in this range. 

The release capacities described above and shown in the accompanying figure 
were determined using a mathematical model of the combined river outlet works 
and powerplant releases. The model computes friction and minor losses 
throughout the outlet works and powerplant tunnels, penstocks, and associated 
gates and valves. The net head on the turbines ~nd hollow-jet outlet valves 
is determined by the model, and performance data for these components are used 
to determine the discharges. The initial analysis indicated significantly 
higher outlet works capacity than that shown on the design discharge curve in 
drawing 416-D-164. As a result, two field tests were performed, and assumed 
loss coefficients in the model were adjusted based on the results of the 
tests. Once the adjustments were made, the model was used to compute 
discharges for combined flows through the river outlet works and powerplant. 
The discharge curves show only the maximum release capacities; however, the 
model could be used to analyze other scenarios, such as partial opening of the 
hollow-jet valves or operation of the powerplant at conditions other than 
full-gate. The model is contained in a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet, and can be 
provided to Regional or Area Office personnel upon request. 

Two tests were performed to calibrate the model. On August 4, 1998, the river 
outlet works was operated at 60 percent and 100 percent valve openings. On 
August 6, 1998, the outlet works and powerplants were operated in combination 
with the river outlet works at 100 percent valve opening and the powerplant at 
near-full gate conditions, using the high-head runners: Pressures, reservoir 
levels, powerplant output, and other pertinent operational data were recorded. 
Discharge through the outlet works valves was determined using drawing 416-D-
1084, and discharge through the powerplant was determined from tables in the 
SOP and from turbine performance curves on file in Denver. Discharges were 
not measured independently. 
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The overall result of the tests was to confirm the higher discharge 
capacities that were being predicted with the model (higher discharge than 
shown on drawings 416-D-160 and 416-D-164). The tests also assisted in the 
calibration of loss coefficients in the model associated with the combined 
operation of the outlet works and powerplant. It was not possible to 
perfectly tune the model to match all of the test results. Some possible 
reasons for remaining differences between the calibrated model and the results 
of the tests include nonconstant or nonlinear variation of loss coefficients 
during combined flow operations, random errors in pressure measurements and 
other. test data, potential for bias in pressure measurements due to imperfect 
pressure taps and piezometer connections, and uncertainty in discharge 
determinations. The model was calibrated to more closely fit the test 
results from the 60 percent operation of ~he outlet works, since the lower 
flowrate during this test would minimize the magnitude of some of the 
potential errors. This causes the model to underpredict the observed pressure 
at the outlet works valves during the tests at 100 percent valve opening. 
Thus, the discharge from these valves is also underpredicted. Summaries of 
the model predictions and comparisons to the test observations are given in 
table 1. The differences between the predicted combined powerplant and outlet 
works flows and the estimated discharges during the field tests range from 
+1.6 percent to -4.6 percent. 

The powerplant and river outlet works at Trinity Dam have not typically been 
operated in combination in the past, and methods for determining discharge 
have not considered the effects of combined operation. If combined operations 
become more prevalent in the future, discharges can be estimated as follows: 

• Discharge through the river outlet works hollow-jet valves should be 
determined using drawing 416-D-1084 and the pressure readings from the 
two gauges attached to the 3-inch fil ~/bypass piping going around the 
ring-follower guard gates. These gages are located in the outlet works 
control house at elevation 1929.87, and are shown on drawing 416-D-300. 

• Powerplant discharge can be determined by noting the reduction of 
pressure caused at the turbine penstock pressure gauges (under the 
penstocks at elev. 1896.75, tapped off near the butterfly valves) when 
the outlet works is placed into operation. This reduction of pressure 
can be used to determine an effective lake elevation, and the existing 
tables in the powerplant SOP can then be used to estimate the discharge. 
This technique was used for the August 6, 1998, test. Alternately, the 
pressure gauges can be used to determine the net head across the 
turbines, and discharge can be determined from the turbine 
characteristic curves. 

We trust the information provided in this memorandum will meet your needs for 
the completion of the Trinity EIS. The information also needs to be included 
in the SOP and the drawing updated at the next opportunity. If additional 
details or assistance are necessary, please contact Tony Wahl at (303) 
445-2155 or. Bitsy Cohen at (303) 445-3247. 

Copy to persons on next page 



cc: Regional Director, Sacramento CA, Attention: MP-200 (Solbos) 
Area Manager, Shasta Lake CA, Attention: NC-650 (Poore) 
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D-8420 
D-8470 
D-8560 (Wahl{ Wittler) 
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TABLE 1. -Comparison of key parameters from field tests and predictive model. 
The dual values (where shown) are recorded from both the upstream and 
downstream branches for the turbines and the outlet works or as incorporated 
into the model. There are both hollow-jet valves and ring-follower gates at 
the downstream end of the outlet works. 

Test Scenario: 60 percent opening of river outlet works (hollow-jet valves) at 
reservoir elevation 2365.6. Powerplant turbines at speed-no-load. 

Prediction by Observed value during 
Parameter calibrated model August 4, 1998 test 

Pressure at turbine gages 186 I 184.8 psi 165 I 175 psi 

Pressure at gages on fill/bypass 124.5 psi 117 I 125 psi 
lines around ring-follower gates 

Hollow-jet valve flow 2,960 cfs (each) 2,870 I 2,960 cfs 

TOTAL OUTLET WORKS DISCHARGE 5,920 cfs 5,830 cfs 

Test Scenario: 100 percent opening of river outlet works (hollow-jet valves) 
at reservoir elevation 2365.6. Powerplant turbines at speed-no-load 

Prediction by Observed value during 
Parameter calibrated model August 4, 1998 test 

Pressure at turbine gages 170.5 I 168.1 161 I Not Available 
psi 

Pressure at gages on fill/by1.ass 63.8 psi 65 I 71 psi 
lines around ring-follower gates 

Hollow-jet valve flow 4,140 cfs (each) 4,150 I 4,325 cfs 

TOTAL OUTLET WORKS DISCHARGE 8,280 cfs 8,475 cfs 

Test Scenario: 100 percent opening of river outlet works (hollow-jet valves) 
at reservoir elevation 2364.95. Turbine units 1 and 2 operating at 95 and 90 
percent gate, respectively. 

Prediction by Observed value during 
Parameter calibrated model August 6, 1998 test 

Pressure at turbine gages 149.1 I 145.2 psi 140 I 14 7 psi 

Turbine discharges 1,655 I 1,625 cfs 3,370 cfs (total) 
3,280 cfs (total) 

Pressure at gages on fill/bypass 56.7 psi 64 I 65 psi 
lines around ring-follower gates 

Hollow-jet valve flow 3,935 cfs (each) 4,100 I 4, 150 cfs 

TOTAL OUTLET WORKS & POWER PLANT 11, 150 cfs 11,620 cfs 
DISCHARGE 
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ttc=;;~orandum 

To: R~gio"~l Dir~ctcr, S~cramento. Californfa 
1\!.t~~ttion: 1-i~-4-00 

,-------
1 r-------
1 

~ --------
Fr~rn:.~~~ Chief, D1visio" of P.esca1·ch and laboratory Services 1 
Subject: Trinity Dam Auxil1aa·y Outlet Works· Hydraulic Laborator·y Hoder ______ _ 

Results L--------

H~ Mvc cor.:j)lr.tcd the hydrt-.u11c laboratory oodel study of the Trinfty 
Dam auxiliary outlet h'Orl:s. Based on the resuits of our investigation, 
\'1-:! have dctcrC'Iined th«t t.he fo1lo\~1ng rnodif1cat1ons arc required: 

1. ThD existing 2-1nch-high orifice ring on the u~strearn edge cf the 
air slot n~cds to be reduced to a l/2-1nch offset {up to a height of 
about 8 fct.!t ittiove the conduft invert). 

2. install a deflector plate, 15 inches deep and 8 feet long. en the 
ir.sid~ of the Trfn1ty Dam spillway tunnel opposite the c.tuxiliary outlet 
ccnduit exit. 

3. Add a scal~d bulkhead at the junction of the existing air scoop 
and aluminum air c!ur.t (at the downstrear.1 end of the steel l~nc-r sc:r.~iCJn). 

II ..,. f:. much stronger alul.linum afr duct. and the nnchodng method is !H~Cl~~r.cr·y. 

Reduci~g the air slot orifice ring to a 1/2-inch cffset signffic~ntly 
cccreases tt;e deflection and iljlpinge;;n:nt cf •'ate1· flvh ag,~·lnst t.he to;J 
of the conduit (.! t pc. rt i a 1 ~ate op{!li i ngs. The sea 1 cd bu 1 khead prevents 
wat.ei" and air from being clrcn·sn into the air scoop at tt.e do,mst.r£.-ar., P.nd. 
The clefi~c.tor p1ate pt·cv€nts \iat..er P.nlering into the do~nstrc~u·: £md of 
the auxiliary outlet conduit and air ~uct system. 

TiF:se i:tt .. :!ifir:~t~c·rrs \;fP r··r.\'id£ c1 v~ry s;;;e-ct.h cperat1on at C~11 ,J~:::.-flv\.1 
s?.tr! cpen~~~·JS. The pot~r.U~l for Cc1VHaticJ(l h~s been reduced consi~c:-r?.t:.ly. 
i-io~<evP.r, at all g<&te orer!in~s~ inch1dfng 103 per·cent, \\'Her flow ;..-ill 
inpir.g\:! onro tt1c bGtt(.',~l of the ~luminum cdr r!uct system. Ttl~refct·c. th2 
integrity of the alUi:-:im:m air due~ structure ne~ds to b~ irs·prov-ed. 

A l:rJl•e c~t.::i1.;d df~Cll~5iOr. :_~IOVfdiil:J the h~sis for th~ ~~~'/€ y-~~o:rr.::!:t!(!l".iors 
is ~.,.:l:J·2~~ ?.:; :1i~ c;·l'-lo:;;.;n~ ~o th1~ ~:!onndt:~. 

GPO~ 



:;(~ \,"(.uic ~:~ bppy to discuss resuits of our Trinity O?..m Auxiliary Outlet 
t;url~s i:;.Kid invr.:st.·ig~ticn \otith project p-:rsonnel at thcit· convenience. 

E nc 1 vsut·e 

Copy tv: Regional uirector, Sacramento, California, Attention: :tP-200, NP-430 
Project Superintendent, Redding, California 
(with enclosure to each) 

Blind to: D-430 
D-220 
0-223 (Gray) 
D-1500 

t-G-=-1530 
D-1530A 
D-1531 (PAP file) 
0-1531 
(with enclosure to each} 

CPBuyalski :flh 
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TR!~!rY DAM AGX;~:ARY OUTL=T WO~KS 
L:\BORI\TORY ~·\GS!~ L Ev:.LU~'\T: Qi; 

OF THE OPERATING CHARACTERIST:cs 

by 

Clark P. Buyalski 

PURPOSE 

A 1:14.37 scale hydraulic model of the Trinity Dam Auxiliary Outlet Works 
including a section of the spillway tunnel was designed and constructed 
to observe the operating characteristics of the jet-flow gate, the new 
air slot, and the air duct system. The air demand for the jet-flow gate 
and air slot and the coefficient of discharge for the jet-flow gate ~ere 
also evaluated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydraulic model of the Trinity Dam Auxiliary Outlet Works from ~he 

jet-flow gate to the main spillway tunnel was constructed to a scale of 
1:14.87 using field survey data furnished by the Shasta ~ield Office. 
The field survey provided the "as-built" dimensions for the air slo:. 
and air duct sy:,em including the outlet works and spillway tunnel invert 
elevations. The laboratory model followed the survey data very closely 
with the exception of the aluminum air duct. 

The prototype aluminum air duct conformed to Federal Specification WW-P-402, 
Class I~. Series A, Shape 3, No. 10 gauge shee:, having 1/2-in corrugai:.ior.s. 
The aluminum air duct was anchored to the top of t~e outlet·works conduit 
with 3-in by 1/4-in steel straps at 2- to 5-ft spacings. The prototype 
.;:~::minum ai•· duct scaled to exact model dimensions •·:ou1d have been extt·emely 
cifficult to construct. The No. 10 gauge \<JOu1d be equivalent to a thickness 
of ~hree sheets of ordinary paper and the 1/2-in corrugations could not 
have been duplicated. For the model, a 2-in-diameter aluminum tubi~g 
ht1V~ng il 20-gaugc \·lali thickness 1·:as used. Th<? alL;:rin•;rn tl!bing 1·:as :·u11eJ 
to obtain the same basic "shape 3." The vertical height l·:as mair.tc:inec. 
However, the horizontal inside width was about 32 in (prototype) corJared 
~o :.·:.: c:;-buili.. inside diriler.sion of 35 in. Tr.e 20-gauge 1·1all thick:·.::ss 
of ·~e ~0~el al~minum air duct is eq~ivalent to j l/2-in prototype ~~ickness. 

fhe model air duct was attached to the crown of the Plexiglas condui: 
1·1it.h sheet metal SCI'ews stagge•·ed 3/4 i:1 f1·o:1 the l.op centerline at 5-in 
ce~ters. Overall the model aluminum air duct systs~ installation w~s 
:L::lsi . .:er·c:bly more •·igid .:or;;par·ed to the pr·o·.o:J:;e ,:r.d slightly s.~tali?r" 
i n c ,. o c; s - sec t i on . 

: ge!,'.:!·c:: vit::i·.' of ti1e cor.1pleted Trinity rr.odc-1 is -:.:1c·::n in figu•·e l. ~i:;ur·es 2 
anG 3 <;llJ\<J the gener·:;l r:todel layout and as~'2:-1bly t!r.tails. Figure tl shuv1s 
:~he act.l.al "as-built" model cross-sectional ~r·e::s or tile ai,- scoc.p end 



~luminum air duct at the t~ree air velocity probe locations. The g~neral 
layout of the piezo~e~er tao and air velocity probe locatio~s are shown 
in figure 5 (the di~~~sions are shown in figures 2 and 3). 

The 5.65-in mucel jet· f ~o.: jHe used in this investiga1.ion vi:!S tt1c ;ar1.-~ 
gate u~ed in the arij:nal Tl·inity Dam auxiliary outlet \·lork> hydr":lu:ic 
~odel studies r~pot·:ed in HY~-472 dated Janaury 6, 196i. Ha1·1cver, ~ite 

HYD-472 s~ut!ies r.id not n;odel the total length of the egg shi:lp::d cor~duit, 
the intersection at the 5oil !way tunnel, or the air slot. Therefore, 
the air denand ch~racteristic were expected to be different, the cu~ren~ 
investigation pro~ided the first opportunity to study the entire outlet 
works and the air slot ~esign. 

INITIAL TESTS 

For the initial tests of the Trinity model the jet-flow gate was opened 
from 0 to 100 percent and then closed, simulating the January 10, 1985 
field test conditions. Next, a series of steady-state flow condition 
tests were made at 10 percent gate opening increments to observe the flow 
characteristics. Sevet·al problem areas were immediately identified: 

1. At partial gate openings from 0 to 80 percent, the jet from the 
gate deflected upward from the air slot orifice ring onto the bottom 
of t!le air duct syste:m. The area of fl0\>1 impingement on the bottom 
of the ~ir duct system began about 6 ft {prototype} downstrea~ of the 
air slot and contit~ued do\·:nstream about 50 to 60ft (p;ototy:Je). The 
flOh' impingement area extended onto the aluminum air cuct and \·:J:;ld 
explain the partial tailure observed after the January 10, 1985 field 
test (memorandum dated January 17, 1985, from Richard C. Kristof to 
Chief, Water O&M Branch, Mid-Pacific Regional Office). 

2. At 40 to 70 percent gate openings, high negative pressures occ~rred 
in the model on the side wall at the downstream end of the s~eel 1 iner 
near the top (PlOb, figure 5). Also the negative pressure was fluctuJting 
as low as -3.3 ft of water in the model which is below prototype vapor 
pressut·e. 

3. At 70 percent gate opening, air and water entered into the air 
s.:oop at the co:.·~st:·2-:.:1 end at the junction \·lith the alumino.;n .~::· cu:~ 

(refer to Sectiort 0-D. figure 3) \'lhich had been left open in tile cons!:r·uction 
of the new air duct sys~~m. Thls opening, with air and water be!ng 
drd\\'n through it, cv·.;]d have been the primary cause of the high Dl'essun~ 
fluctuations that occur"rea at the 70 perc~nt gate opening. 

4. The maximum cir de.nand occur·red bet\·leen 50 and 70 percent gate 
openings, and appeared to be unreasonably high at the 70 percen~ gate 
opening. The high air de~and that occurred could be the cause of the 
excessive air velocity i:'lt"OL•gh the floor drain from the gate cha!Jbet· 
to i.he air s1v~ nott!d dur"ing tr.e Janaury 10, 1985 iield test. 
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5. From 80 to 100 percent gate cpening, some of the flow deflected 
tark i~to th2 outlet works con1uit and the aluminum air duct at t~e 
junctior. of Ute (Jutl.:t l·lor·ks conduit 1·1ith the spill1·1ay wnnel. F~o1·1 
fl"Ci!l the: auxili£:1·; ·Ju~!et ·.·lor·k::; i;:'pinged onto the opposite SIC'~ ')f 

the spi11way tur.n,:;l. Par·<. of th~ r:o"' 1-.'cS deflected up1·1C1rds ar.d to...-ar·d·; 
the cro1·m of the spi I Jo.·,.ay tu:1nel r~versing its direction by 360 c~~g!·.:e·, 

and enter-ing b:Jck i!1t~J :.'1e cll•xj 1 ii::·y outlet conduit. The ,-ev~r"scd 
f101·1 caused a :·oiler· t.o occur· on wp of the main water flo"' prisr:. 
The splash from the rol le,- action combined with slugs of reversed flow 
1"ere entering randomly into the do·.-:nstream end of the aluminum air" 
duct. The slugs of water would then be drawn up the air duct system 
to the jet-flow gate and 1.-ould cause a significant momentary increase 
in the negative pressures at all piezometers. 

6. The smoothest operation occurred at the 90 percent gate opening. 
The jet-flow gate leaf at the 90 percent position suppressed the wave 
action that occurred at the 100 percent gate opening. The roughest 
operation occurred at the 70 percent gate opening because of the severe 
flow impingement onto the bottom of the air duct system, and water 
and air surging into the downstream end of the air scoop. 

TEST PROGRAt·l 

Based on the initial tests, the following test program was developed to 
identify required modifications: 

1. Install a sealed bulkhead at the downstream end of the air scoop 
at the junction of the aluminum air duct (section 0-D, figure 3). 

2. Install a deflector plate at the downstrea~ end of the auxiliary 
outlet conduit (perpendicular to the cro~n), downstream from the end 
of ~he aluminum air duct. 

3. :-:odify the 2-in-high o,·ifi:::~ r·ing at the u;:>stream edge of the air· 
slot to reduce the ~pward deflect~un of flow. 

Tile above three modificatio'1~ constitu~ed the basic test program fo:· ~.~~e 
T··i~:~:,; r.;odel studies. 8:~:·0 . ._, dr:-' ::,c.jifica~ions \·1e:·e made, hm-1eve:·, !_::s: 
data were collected for tne dS-bL::t configuration for comparative purposes. 

TtST PROCEDUR~ 

The calculation of the jet-flo1·1 :]~':~. :Jpst:·.:=ar:i pt·essure head vs. discharge ~ 
vs. G~:e position, for steady-state flow co~di~ions was determined by / 
t.raii .:!nd error. The data used in u~~ i~er-:tive pr0cedure were based ) * 
on (J) field measurements of the GO\;r.strec;:r: h<:ad (o~tained from the r-~a,·ch 13-lti,:\ 
i~63 i;eld test data book), (bj ell estimate of tne upstream penstock entrance ) 
ana bend losses and friction loss~s u:;ing a Ja,·cy-\~eisbach friction factor· 
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f " 0.012, and (c) tt:e model gate coefficient of discharge from figure 10, ') 
~·eport HYD-472. The tr·ial and error calculations \-Jere made at 20 percent ( 
gate opening incr·emenls ar.d are plotted in figure 5. Table 1 is a sum:;;ary 1 
tt1bu~ation of the j2t-flO\-/ g:Jte model calibration and includes the calibt·ation ·'>.f 
·Js<;.j .::: :..r:e inler·mediate !0 per·cent gdt·.: openings inte:·polated from figu:·e '.) ( 
and ti1e associated p1·ototype discharge calculation. The calibration 1·1as J. · 
~as~d on a Trinity Dam Resenoir elevation of ?.368.2 ft 1·1hich is near 
to t~e uest clevetion (2370.0 ft} of the mornir.g glo1·y spil!~-1ay. 

~ceil steady-st.:1te test run 1·:as established for the selected gate position 
by regulating the model gate valve to obtain an upstream pressure head 
at Pl (refer to figures 2 and 5 for thP location of PI) to the cali~rated 
upstream head shown in figure 6 and listed in table 1. Therefore, the 
steady-state flow condition was based on the upstream head calibration 
and not the discharge calibration both being determined by iterative procedures 
discussed above. However, the resulting model discharge was in close 
agreement with the calibrated discharge. 

For each steady-state test run, the average static pressure head at each 
oiezometer location was recorded. If the pressure fluctuation was more 
~han t0.03 ft (model) from the average, a measurement of the maximum 
fluctuation was recorded. Air velocities were taken at three air velocity 
;:irobe locations (shown in figures 2, 3, and 5). Location No. 1 is upstream 
of the air slot and location No. 2 is immediately downstream of the air 
slot, both are inside the air scoop. Location No. 3 is inside the aluminum 
air duct at the upstream end. Piezometer taps No. Pll, P12, and Pl3, 
,·-=spectively, were used to obtain the static pressure head at the three 
air probe locations. The air velocity was determined from a hot wire 
anemometer which gave a direct readout in m/s. However, if the air was 
heavily laden with water or the velocity exceeded the maximum reading 
(30 m/s) of the hot-wire anemometer, a pitot t~be was used to obtain a 
~easurement of the air velocity head. 

The discharge measurement for each steady-state test was made using the 
laboratory 4-, 6-, or 8-in venturi meter (NE. bank). 

S:eady-state test runs were made at the 20. 40, 70, and 100 percent gate 
o:J~nings (each having an identified problem an~a as previously discussed) 
for the as-built and the three modificatio~s described below. Later additional 
~:~a2y-state test runs were mad2 at the 30. 50, and 60 percent gate openings 
with the 1/2-in ring and the 2-in ramp configurations, modification No. 3. 

V~deo tape recordings w~re made of the as-built configuration and after 
each modification for s~eady-state flow conditions at g~:e op~nings of 
10, 40, 70, and 100 percent. Copies of the unedited tape recordings l·:er·e 
sent to the Shasta Office and the Mid-Pacific Regional Office. 

::;:,difi:::Jtions :!o. land 2 1·1ere to reduce the extreme fluctuatiors of the 
ai,· der.~ana and n<:c.;~tivc :Jressures on the conduit side I·Jc:11. 1-',odifi':":itions 
::o. 1 and 2, seaied bulkhead and the deflector· piale, l·ler"e CCii!bined. 
T•;-= ~i!·s: deflector plat~ was installed in thi? UOI·/11 of c<JxiliJ~·.~· ovt~2t 
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l.:llll' 1. - ~.urn;r: . .~r·y ()r Uw frinity jet-flo1·1 yale> lltOdl'l culit;,·atu:n9 

Jl'l 
f ~ 0 ... 1 

gJte 
ow'!n i ng 

I •1/ ) 
\ OJ 

i·:odc.· I g.:: ~c 
lr:J1 hd:lclle 

turns + degrees 
(initial = 4+320) 

~·ludL• I SCill e 0 f 
r·la rcn 13- 14, 1963 
field measurements 

'up's t ream-- ---downstream 
hcJd U headg_/ 

-·---· - ·-- --· _, __ .. ·--·--.. ----- -----·--· _, _____ _ 
0 0+0 24.83 0 

10 7+129 
?.0 14+258 24.01 -0.09 
30 22f27 
t10 29+156 20.31 -0. 31 
50 36+285 
60 44+54 13.62 -0.42 
10 51+1H3 
:w 58+312 7.23 -0.33 
90 oli +H l 

100 73+210 3.43 -0.41 

-- -·-·-·-~~_l__:f_)_Q~~-~0<1~_l. _____ --- ·- --
Ho = P 1 

. __ upstream hea~--
ft H20 m:nl/ Hg 

d i c;OlurCt!:' 
Q ft3;5 

24.83 556.4 0 
550.0 0.30 

23.99 537.7 0.66 
504.0 1. 13 

19.52 437.4 1. 67 
342.0 2. 10 

11.92 267.0 2.60 
196.0 2.92 

5.68 127.2 3. 17 
83.0 3 . .33 

2.28 51. 1 3.44 

;r,-o :.u type 
o:scna!"ge 
Q f~3;s 

0 
256 
565 
9Gt. 

11125 
1791 
2221 
2490 
L'/06 
?. t~ 36 
{936 

I 

--~ -·--····- ·------ ·-··· -- ··-------·····-· .... _____________ ---- ------------· ------------- ---·· . ----· ------

1/ i·wt used in lrial ilrrd c·rror calculations 
~/ Usee in trlJl and error calculations. 

but listed for comparative purposes. 

!.1 l·~c-rcury :nanometer reJding (nun) v1ith 0 
~/ Head loss assumptions, Ke: Trashrack 

(in terms of the velocity Entrance 
t1ead) Bend 

Tota 1 Ke 

at Pl elevation. 
= 0.01 
= 0.15 
= 0.05 
= 0.21 

r.~ssl;rne r<.~gosity. /D = (;.0007/7 = 0.0001 dnd f = 0.012 
·rr·ir;i~y fJiHii Reser·voir· L·levation = 2368.2 feeL 



conduit (per~e~di:ular to ~he centerline) 6 ft downstream from the e1d 
of the alur:":n'.l'": ai~- duct and \-IdS 2ft (prototype) in de;Jth at tfle ce~;ter·J:n::>. 
The deflector elate a~ t~1s location was no~ completely satisfactory. The 
ceflector ;:'let.,., C(.J;•):n,;c~ ·..:j:f1 the bulkhead S'?al reduced tl:e p~·esStJ2 f:~~:>:cHions 
by about 60 p:r-cen: u~ u-,e iG pc1·cent gate op~ning. HO\'Iever·, some r·ett;r·n 
flow on top of ~he ;;;ain fl0\·1 pr·jsm al the end of the auxiliar:; outl.::t 
conduit still occu:·r::\1. :.-:t'.Jally, it appeared to have increased t.:::alis~ 

the reversed flow fror1 Lne spi I lway tunnel was being deflected down~drcs 
into the ro11:r- area. The upstream edge of the deflector plate was catching 
the top of th2 roller on a random basis. The roller would then advance 
upstream. Twice during th~ 70 percent gate opening steady-state test 
run (No. 7), the roller suDmerged the downstream end of the a1uminu~ 
air duct and primed the entire auxiliary outlet conduit and the air duct 
system, causing extremely high negative pressures. The high nega~ive 
pressures were beyond the range of the manometers and could not be ~easured. 
The vertical deflector plate was moved down the opposite side of the spillway 
tunnel as shown in figure 7. The first deflector plate tested at this 
lcoation was 15 in deep by 6 ft, 10 in long (prototype}. It \'las later 
modified by increasing the length to 8 ft (in the downstream direction). 
A general view of the return flow being deflected away from the entr3nce 
of the auxiliary outlet works conduit can be observed in figure 8. 

The sealed bulkhead and the vertical deflector plate inside the spillway 
tunnel were in place for all subsequent modifictions made to the model. 

For the third modification, the 2-in-high (prototype) offset orifice ring 
plate (figure 3) was replaced with an orifice ring plat~ having a 1/2-in-high 
offset. The smaller offset into the flow significantly improved the overall 
operating characteristics of the auxiliary outlet conduit and the air 
duct system. The average negative pressures and the pressure fluct~ations 
were reduced significantly at gate openings above 40 percent. Tn~ air 
demand also decreased. Th~ maximum air demand now occurred between 30 and 
40 percent gate openin:;s. The roughest operation (the highest pressu!·e 
fluctuation) occurred at the 40 percent gate opening. However, it was 
considerably smoother· .:ompar·ed to the "as-buiit" conditions \·l!lich occu~·:·ea 
at the 70 percent gate opening. Figure 9 shows the flow condit~cns ~t 
the 40 percent gate co~ninc;. The flm-1 still impinges onto the botto-:o 
of the air duct sys'~er.1 b:~g:nning about 20 ft and ending about 40 f: {p··ot.eo:y;Je) 
do\·mstream of tile ai·· s~ct. The irnpingernen: length 1·1as reduc:d c.b:'·~:. 
70 percent compared to ~ne 2-in orifice ring offset flow condit!on. However, 
the flow in the i~pingement area was well aerated with heavy wave action. 
Therefore, the flo~ in t~e i~pingement area did not coffipl~tely seal off 
the upper oortion of the conduit. The air pressure upstream and do~nstream 
of the impingement area rei.i.:ined relatively equal. The equalizl!d ai:· 
pr~ssur·e pr·evented the developr:1ent of lan3e ne<_;ative pr·essure fl·..;ct~ations 
in the air duct system cornpared to the 2-in orifice ring offset flow conditon. 

A 2-in (prototype) ramp offset having a 10: l slooe on the upstream side 
of the air slot ~as tested next as a variation of Lhe third modifica~ion 
to the Trinity model. T~e 2-in (prototype) orifice ring used in the c.s-b~ilt 
configuration \-las reinstalled (after re:.rovi!lg the l/2-in r·ing). fhe 10: l slope 
r·n:::p ·.-.c:.s fo:·;r.:d i;i"..;1 .:.·..;~o:::r:J~i"Je tody fi11e:· p~J.:ed :utile top eJ':)..:: '-"' 
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:he 2-in-high orifice ring offset. The ra~p was formed on the inside 
c i ;·cumfcn:nce. to 8 ft {p1·ototypc) above ttw COtid•Ji t it-.vert. The fl0\'1 
~i~a~·aci:e:·~stics of the 2-in ra11~ v1~r·e st~;,il·Jr to the 1/2-in orifice ring 
-~·i'f52t. T!:e 2-in r·c:r:;p cc.n 0e -.::on<>;~c:·0·.i as c:l a:t~rniltive to the 1/2-in 
r~ng. Ho,·:ever, overall, the s1de 1·1all c1nc1 invert negative pressure i;;easul·e
:·<:>:;ts ;:ere slightly greate:· cJncJ \:hl.' :11r· '!~.·::1and 1·1~s slightly higher \'lith 
::.i1e 2-in l"cr~p. 

TEST RESULTS 

·-,~r.~ra l 

The o~erall review of the test results of the as-built and the three modifica
tions to the Trinity model can best be observed in figure 10. Figure 10 
is a plot of the average static pressure head at the upstream end of the 
~1uminJ~ air duct {Pl3) versus the gate opening. The average static pressure 
necc at P13 provides a good indication of the air demand requirements 
~hi~h can be used to evaluate the modifications. As illustrated, the 
maximum air demand for the as-built configuration occ~rred at the 70 percent 
;Ja te opening. 

~nstalling the sealed bulkhead and t~e downstream deflector plate, reduced 
the air d2mand requirements for gate o~enings greater than 40 percent 
g~te. The 1/2-in orifice ring offset modification reduced the air de~and 
sig~ificantly for gate openings above 40 percent. However, the air demand 
b2iow 40 percent gate opening increased slightly. The air d~mand require
me~ts for the 2-in ramp were similar to, but slightly greater than, the 
1/2-in ring. The maximum air demand with the 1/2-in ring or 2-in ramp 
modification occurred at the 30 to 40 percent gate opening range. 

Side wall pressure 

Figure 11 shows the maximum average subatmospheric pressures that occurred 
on the side \'la1l immediately do\-mstream of the ait· slot and at the downstream 
end of the air scoop (P9's and PiO's, figure 5). As illustrated, the 
':;!·;;;~st i1qative pressure for the as-built conFiguration occurred at the 
iO pe1·cent gate opening. It \'las at t~1is point 1·:here the maximum pressut·e 
,c;,:.:::c:c:.~ions of -3.3 ft (model) ccuvr·ed (:=>iQ), i'igu1·e 5). At the 1:14.8/ 
moael scale, vapor pressures would have occurred in the prototype at this 
:ocdtian. The sealed bulkhead and deflector plate reduced the maximum 
· .. ··::~? ··:~j-3tive pressure from -25.5 to -15.5 ft (or·'Jtotype), a reduction 
;f at)'J'.i'. l!CJ oercent, at the 70 percent gate op~nir.g. The maximum pressut·':! 
:~;:;:_,,<:<:.:,"·,:;also reduced to -1.2 ft (mocel), a recu..:tion of about 60 percent 
;:o'!:p~r,·c to t.he -3.3 ft (model) for t~l!:? as-built configuration . 

.... .,,., 1'? .. ':; crifir.e ring offset modification rt:<,;ced the side \'ldq negative 
Qr·c:.s:J,; s:gni"ficantly with the maxi:m,!TI averagt> negative p1·essure of -12.7 ft 
~;~r·otr_·~:--:·.:) occutTing at the 40 percent gate o~~ening at P10f (figure 5). 
T~:- r·n:··i·,.,::·: ::>ressure fluctuatio!1 occun·ed at P10i ~nd \·lac:; -1.25 ft (model). 
T 11'= o~·o~.o;:~lpe maximum pressure fluctuation at this point I'IOuld be -18.6 ft 
::h1c:: :s ·.·1::l l above vapor pressure. 
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l·!ir.n tile !./2-in O!·if cering offse:: r;;odificc:tio:l the r·oughest operation 
n::h: o·:,;•_;,·:~d ~::. '.:i:e 0 pe,·c~nr. g::i:e opening. Ho;·tever, t:~~ pr·essure head 
vari-:1t:r:n fi·c;m ti'~ ~ver~ge is only about ·3 f'l. (pr-ototype). This is not 
.~ c:~,-.·inus :,r-,:bl~'!ll .1nd t!le .''?t fie·.·: qcte could be :)p::ratec successf;J] :y 
c:.l: ~i1.: :.j pcr.:-::nr. oper.ing on a cor.r.inuous b-:1sis. 

ris=.::··= i! i~L .. str=.~-=s t;;at t~e 2-in ramp mo-jification is similar to the 
1/2-in ring. Ho~ever, the average negative pressure at the 40 percent 
ga~2 opening inc:·;.=ased to cbout -17.6 ft (prototype) \·lith a maximum negative 
~n~ssure fluctuation to about -23.0 ft {prototype). Therefore, the overall 
o~e~a~ing characteristics for the 1/2-in ring modification has less average 
negative ~.•essure and pr·essure fluctuations compared to the 2-in ral!'!f.i. 

The ~aximum negative pressure occurred at the end of the air scoop which 
is also the end of the existing prototype s'l.eel liner. The vertical ro\·1 
of piezometer taps PlOb, PlOf, and PlOi, figure 5, are located at the 
'=lid of the steel liner. The vertical row do~mstream, piezometer taps PlOc, 
P10g, and PlOj, are 5 ft (prototype) downstream in the concrete-lined 
section of the egg shaped conduit. Figure 12 is a plot of the maximum 
average p~essure at PlOb, PlOf, and PlOi compared to the maximum at PlOc, 
P10g, and PlOj versus the percent gate opening, using the data from the 
1/2-in ring modification test runs. The negative pressure is less in 
the concrete section with a maximum of -9.0 ft {prototype) occurring at 
the 40 p2rcent gate opening. The relatively moderate negative pressures 
do not warrant the extension of the steel liner downstream for the protec
tio0 against cavitation damage. 

invert pressure 

In general, the negative pressu~es at the i~vert downstream of the air 
slot were less negative than the side wall pressures. Figure 13 shows 
the invert negative pressure measurements for the 1/2-in 1·ing and the 
2-in ramp configurations. The meximum negative pressure head downstream 
of the air slot for the 1!2-in ring occun·ed at the 50 percent gate opening 
and 1\'dS -7.6 ft (prototype). For the 2-in r-amp the maximum negativ~ p1·essure 
head occurred at the 40 percent gate opening and ·..;as -13.3 ft {prototype). 

Figur·e 1~ also shows the pressure measurements upstream of the air slot. 
Tt1e p~·::ssL::·es .... :;·e <;2ne1·ally pos~tive for c;ar.e openings gr-eate!'" than 30 
to eo percent. ihe maximum average negative pressure of -15.0 ft (prototype) 
at P4 uccurr·ed at the 20 percent gate opening for the 2-in ring ramp. For 
t 11e 1/2-i'1 :--ing, tile ~ver·ar;e :nax;rr-.um negative pressure also o-:curred at 
the 20 percent gate opening but 1-:as only -1.2 ft (prototype) a!ld 1·1as positive 
for :!ll openings 9··eate1· i:.har~ 20 oercent. 

The average maxi~um negative inver: pressur2 at the centerline of the 
air slot (P5) for :~e 1/2-in rins and 2-in ramp con~igurations is shown 
in figure 14. h<:? c:ir slo':. ;;r·esS~Jre l'ldS ve··y si::1ila1· to 'l.lle invert r:ressure 
do~o:1st!"eam (as ,.,o1·tr. in fisu•·e 13). The ai:- slot ;Jr·essu•·es \·ter·e onl:-' 
slishtly mor? reg~tive than the invert pres;u~es downstream. !his i~dicates 
thai: the air slot is functioning efficiently. Considerable am~~nt cf 
.-:ater :·idS p.e:.<:r.: in t!·,c: a::· slo:: for bo::.:·, ~!":·: 1!2-in ring and 2-ir1 :·amp 
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configura~jons. In both cases, Wdter would splash upwards and fall back 
into the ins·ide of the 3ir scoop. The or.ly 1-;ay tt1at the \·:ater could be 
aspirat2~ from the air slot is to lnstall a ramp offset below the invert 
,1c1·mstn~a~u of the ait· slot (about 6 in belOI·I tlh: ir;ver·t at a 10:1 slope 
~:lc); to invert yrad:::j. 1his modifir;ation v:oLdG be ~?xpcr.sive to const1·uct 
and cannot be justified for the added improvem:nt to the dir slot operation 
1:il:ch m:Jy not provide a significant reduction in the potential for cavita
tion da::-:c:ge. He ai1· slot dovm:>tl·eam offset-r·amp modificatio:-~ v1as not 
tested c~ the Trinity model. 

Air demar.d 

Air velocity point measurements were taken inside the air duct system 
at the three air velocity probe locations shown in figure 5. The three 
locations were (1) upstre~m of the air slot, (2) immediately downstream 
of the air slot, and (3) at the upper end of the aluminum air duct (refer 
to fig. 5). As discussed previously the air velocity was measured with 
a hot-wire anemometer or a pitot tube. The point measurements were obtained 
on ~he vertical centerline at about 5-mm intervals. The average velocity 
for each air velocity probe location was determined by averaging the point 
velocity measurements. The air discharge was then calculated using the 
appropriate cross-sectional areas of the air duct system shown in figure J 

The results of the average air velocity measure~ents and air discharge 
calculations versus the percent gate opening are shown in figure 15 for 
the 1/2-io orifice ring offset modification. The maximum air flow inside 
the aluminum air duct occurred at the 40 percent gate opening. The maxim~~ 
velocity was about 450 ft/s (prototype) with an air discharge of about 
2,000 ft3/s. Inside the air scoop the maximum air velocity was about 
225 ft/s at the 40 percent gate opening. The air discharge requirement 
~as about 1,S40 ft3/s downstream and 1,380 ft3/s upstream of the air slot. 
The difference of about 460 ft3/s air discharge was therefore being drawn 
into tt,e air siot. The air slot discharge at air velocity probes No.2 
ar.d 3, figure 15(b), should have been the same. The deviation shown is 
bel!eve~ to be the result of the technique used to measure point velocity 
and to calculate the average veloci~y. 

Tt1e air f!o1·: fo1· the 1/2-in ring rnodification is considered to be appt·opriate 
for t~e Trinity Dam jet-flow gate. The area caoacity of the air duct 
syst~::1 cs-built is adequate. Ho•.·:::ver, it is very important that the enti:·e 
l2ngth ~f the air duct system be scaled from the auxiliary outlet conduit 
except, of cou~se, at the ends and at the air slot. Large leaks, such 
oS e:.;pc:r";er;ced at the end of the dir scoop in the as-built configuration, 
incr2ilse ;:.he air demand requit·er;1-:nt. ,'\-; a 1·esu1t the negative pr·essu1·es 
on the side wall and invert in the conduit section immediately downstream 
of ~h2 ~et-flow gate, will also increase substantially. 

The disc!'lc;rge coefficient for the t11e jet-fl0\'1 gcte 1·1cs r·e-evaluated usir.g 
lhc lt2·in orifice r·ing offset te~:. run data. T:1e labor·ctory data and 
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the coefficient of discharge calculation are listed in table 2. The data 
p0inls l':l"f' Jlotted in figure 16, shown by the triangl~s. The coefficient 
0f disch~rs~ calibration agrees closely with the previous model investiga
tlon ~s c;.··,:.:r. ir. figure 16 v;hich ·.·tas taken fr·')m repon IHu-472, figure J.O. 
riowever, :··~prototype jet-flow gate calibration has never been verified. 
The fielc :es::. of 1·lar·ch 13 and 14, 1963, did not include a measurement 
o: ~!'e p:·:,:Hy~·e dischat·ge. 

~i 1 h·:ay a~r.e1 flo\'t 

It was of interest to field operating personnel to know if the auxil~ary 
outlet works C'•tJld be operated at the 100 percent gate opening when the 
Trinity Dam spillway was discharging 3,500 ft3/s. 

With the auxiliary outlet works operating at the 100 percent gate opening, 
and no spillway discharge, the water depth upstream from the auxiliary 
outlet conduit junction builds up to about 8 ft (prototype). Based on 
the general equation for a hydraulic jump in conduit flowing part full, 
it appears that with a conjugate depth of 8 ft only about 200 ft3/s spillway 
discharge is required to wash out the hydraulic jump. Therefore, the 
flow conditions at the auxiliary outlet conduit junction should not cause 
any problems with the conduit flow or air demand requirements. The flow 
depth in the soillway tunnel for a spillway discharge of 3,500 ft3/s would 
be about 3.6 ft (prototype), which is much less than the 8ft that occurs 
when the auxiliary outlet only is operating. 

Of concern, was~ spillway discharge less than 200 ft3;s which may cause 
the water level to rise above 8ft and interfere with the auxiliary outlet 
conduit flow into the spillway tunnel. A fire hose having a flow represent
ing about 75 ft3/s (prototype) was discharged into the upper end of the 
Trinity model spillway tunnel. The increased flow into the spillway tunnel 
upstream did not raise the water level enough to cause a change in the 
flow condi~ions at the auxiliary outlet conduit junction when it was operat
ing at a 100 percent flow condition. Therefore, spillway tunnel flow 
from upstream should not interfere with the operation of the auxiliary 
outlet works, at least up to a spillway discnarge of 3,500 ft3/s. To 
test the Trinity model, \'lith a spilh1ay discharge gretlter than 75 ft3/s 
(pr·ototype) 1·10uld have required a major model change. Ho1·1ever, the added 
cost did not s2em ne:e~sary based on the fir~ hose test resul~s which 
appeared to be the more critical flow condition. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on tre above test results, the following conclusions are made: 

1. The existing 2-in-high orifice ring offset at the uQstrea~ e~ge 
of the air ~lot should be reduced to a 1/2-in offset (to a he1g~t 8 ft 
above t~e conduit invert) to reduce fl01-1 impingement onto the bo::.tom 
of the cir· duct system, thereby reducing the air demand and negative 
pressures on the conduit side wall. 
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Table 2. - Hydraulic model test jet-flow gate calibration using the 1/2-in 
orifice ring offset test run datal/ 

La bora tory Upstream D01·ms tream Velocity Total Coefficient 
Gate venturi head H0 head Hz head Hv head of discharge 

opening discharge 
ft3/s 

Q ft H20 ft H20 ft HzO t~ Hr cd 
;·~ ft HzO 

---------- ------

20 0.646 23.894 -0. 371 0.214 24.479 0.094 
30 1. 151 22.600 -0.597 0.680 23.877 0. 169 
40 1. 657 19.588 -0.717 1.407 21.712 0.254 
50 2.065 15.238 -0.389 2.186 17.813 0.350 
60 2.536 11. 9 36 -0.249 3.295 15.480 0.461 
70 2.885 8.634 -0. 158 4.265 13.057 0.572 

100 3.388 2.309 -0. 128 5.880 8.317 0.841 
2 I 100 3.378 2.309 -0.116 5.847 8.272 0.841 

1/ For nomenclature and the coefficient of discharge, cd, equation, refet- to 
fi sure 16. 
? I "'-~ ... from the 2-in ramp offse~ tp~t- rur:. _, ..;a ~o w-::. w 
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2. The enti1·e 1ength of the air duct syste:m must be sealed (except 
at the ends and at the air slot} and a perpe~dic~lar deflector plate 
installed as shown in figures 7 and 8 to reduce the air demand and 
the negat:ive pressure fluctuations on the conduit side i·;ulls. 

3. The structural integrity of the aluminum air duct must be increased 
:o withstand (a) flow impingement that occurs at partial gate openings 
a~d (b) wa~e action that normally o:curs at the 100 percent gate opening. 

4. ~ith the above three modifications, the jet-flow gate can successfully 
be operated continuously at any gate opening tested. However, we recom
mend the jet-flow gate not be operated at an opening less than 5 percent. 
The maximum air demand and roughest operating character~stics will 
occur at about the 40 percent gate open~ng. The smoothest operation 
occurs at the 90 percent gate opening. 

5. The jet-fl0\-1 gate coefficient of discharge reported in HYD-472 
was verified by the current Trinity Dam Auxiliary Outlet Works model 
st~dies. However, the prototype jet-flow gate coefficient of discharge 
calibration has never been verified with aopropriate field measurements. 

6. The maximum air demand occurs at about the 40 percent gate opening 
and requires about 2,000 ft3/s air discharge in the aluminum air duct. 
The capacity of the as-built air duct system is adequate. 

7. Trinity Dam spillway discharges up to 3,500 ft3/s should not interfere 
w~th the auxiliary nutlet works o~eration. 

12 
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Fia ... !·e 3. - Genei'al vie1·1 of the vertical deflec~or plate instal1ed inside 
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PURPOSE 

Studies were conducted to determine operating characteristics, 
coefficients of dischar·gc, and air demand for the most recent Jet
flow gate design dtscharging freely into the atmosphere or into a 
partly filled condutt. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The revised and simplified jet-flow gate performed in very 
nearly the same way as the original design developed for Shasta 
Dam. Operation is characterized by relative freedom from vibra
tion, absence of cavitation, no hydraulic downpull on the gate leaf, 
considerable spray around the jet, and heavy air demand. 

2. The coefficient of discharge for the fully opened gate is 0. 833 
based upon the orifice area, the total head upstream and the pres
sure head downstream (Figure 10). A curve of Cd versus gate 
opening is presented and the data are applicable to both free ells
charge and conduit discharge conditions. 

3. Small changes in gate opening at the near closed positions pr·o
duce large percentage changes in effective flow area. Gate Leaf 
positioning. or leaf positwn indicating are very important and must 
be closely controlled if agreement is expected between computed 
and actual prototype flow releases. 



4. At partial gate openings, small fins of water occurred at the 
comers formed by the gate leaf bottom and the edges of the gate 
orifice. The fins struck the downstream slot corners (Figure 9) 
and partly filled the slots with relatively stow moving water. Th1s 
ts the same action that occurs in the Shasta gates and no trouble 
or maintenance problems have been encountered in the field instal
lations. 

5. Air demand increased rapidly as the model operating head was 
raised on the gate {Figures 13 -l!J). 

6. Air den.dnd, as measured through the air 1nlet system, increased 
as the length of the downstream condu1t inc rea sed {Figure 19). Part 
of this rise was believed due to a greater entrainment action in 
the longer conduit. In addition, part of the measured rise was due 
to the fact that a greater percentage of the total quantity of air 
actually being entrained had to go through the inlet system because, 
as the conduit became longer, it became more difficult for air to 
move upstream in the fluidway above the water surface. Thus, a 
greater percentage of the actual demand was measured when long 
conduits were used. 

7. The vital need of aeration to the system was illustrated by 
severe negative pressures and a partial collapse of the 120-inch 
Long conduit that occurred when the air supply was cut off during 
a run with a 100-percent gate opening and a 38 -foot model head. 

INTRODUCTION 

The "jet-flow gate" is a high head regulating control structure 
(Figure 1) developed in 1946 by the Bureau of Reclamation for usc 
in the upper and intermediate outlet tiers at Shasta Dam. 1/ It 
consists of a movable gate leaf enclosed in a special frame or 
housing with a contracting orifice on the upstream side and a 
Larger sized opening on the downstream side. The Shasta gates 
were fitted to 102-inch-diameter inlet and outlet conduits and had 
an orifice diameter of 96 inches. Atr was admitted into the con
duits just downstream from the gates. 

The unique feature of the gate consists of the car·cfully planned 
contractior~ of flow as water passes through it. This contraction 
IS obtained by diverging the walls of the appr·oach condu1t and tlh~ll 
contracting the flow area with a 45 -degree converging cone that 
terminated in a circular orifice (Figure 1). In cases where the 

1/ Refers to reference at end of report. 
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Leaf throttles the flow, the spring point at the upstream bottom 
edge of the Leaf produces part of the contraction. By proper design, 
the required amount of contraction is obtained to allow the jet to 
pass the gate slots before it again touches the conduit waLLs. Thus 
the flow does not strike the gate slots, and the usual difficulties 
with negative pressures and cavitation at gate slots are avoided. 

A1r is required around the jet to maintain the free -flow conditions, 
and provisions must be made for its admission. Tests have shown 
that if the air is introduced at the top of the conduit at the down
stream face of the Leaf, it will be drawn into the regions where 
aeration is '1eeded. 

Experiences with the prototype Shasta gates show that the design 
performs extremely well. No operational difficulties or unrea
sonable maintenance problems have occurred, and operators find 
the gates easy to handle. 

A graph showing discharge coefficients for various gate openings 
for the Shasta gate and conduit system was prepared from model 
study data obtained at the time the final design was evolved (Figure 
l). These CQ~Jficients, based upon the conduit area and the res
ervoir head abov-e-lhe gate, are for the eriti"re··outle"t conduit system, 
not just for the gate itself. 

In years following the initial development and use of the gates at 
Shasta Dam, ~he basic design has been extended to other struc
tures. The degree of freedom available in designing the newer 
gates was greater than at Shasta where the conduits were already 
embedded in the dam. Simplifications and design changes have 
therefore been possible. These included using an orifice of the 
same diameter as the approaching pipeline, a conic expanding 
section, a greater vertical drop from the orifice lip to the gate 
frame invert, and larger conduits (or in some cases, free dis
charge) downstream. The.84-inch jet-flow gate for the Trinity 
Dam auxiliary outlet works1s the latest and most advanced of 
these designs (Figures 2 through 5). 

Detailed information concerning the operating characteristics, 
coefficients of discharge, pressure conditions, and air demand 
at various gate openings, was desired for this newer design. 
Model studiP.s were made to obtain this information, and dis
cussions of the model, the tests, and the results are given in 
this report. 
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THE MODEL 

A 1:14. 87 scale model of the Trinity Jet -flow gate was obtained 
by using the upstream body of the original Shasta model and by 
adding a new upstream conic expanding section, new side plates, 
a new floor plate, a new leaf, and new downstream body and con
duit sections ( Figun~ 6). Particular attention was given to the 
shape of the orifice lip, the ring seal just downstream from the 
lip, the gate leaf bottom, and the leaf, wheel tracks, and down
stream frame. The general geometry of the leaf, tracks and 
frame affect the path thP. air must take to reach and aerate the 
jet. A protractor scale graduated in degrees was attached to 
the top of the gate bonnet below the leaf operating crank so accu
rate gate settings could be obtained by appropriate turns of the 
Lifting screw. 

A 24-inch-long transparent plastic conduit section downstream 
from the gate allowed flow conditions to be observed inside the 
conduit. Sheet metal sections were added to the plastic conduit 
to make total lengths of 48, 72, 96, and 120 inches. The air 
conduit, which is formed by a partition at the top of the main con
duit, was included in the sections. An air inlet measuring 
station, consisting of a vertical 3 -inch pipe fitted with appro
priate flat plate inlet orifices, was built onto one 24-inch-long, 
sheet metal section. The air conduit was sealed off at the 
downstream end of this pipe so that all air that entered the 
system came through the orifice meter. The metering section 
was always placed at the downstream end of the pipe system. 

One -sixteenth -inch -diameter piezometers were provided at the 
reference station ahead of the gate and at points within the gate 
and conduit where low pressures were considered possible 
(Figure 6). The pressures acting at these points were measured 
by single- and double-leg water manometers and by a mercury 
manometer. The rate of flow was measured by calibrated 4-, 
6-, 8-, ·and 12 -inch venturi meters in the laboratory water 
supply system. Very small flows were measured by a laboratory
designed and calibrated orifice -venturi meter using 1. 250- and 
1. 750 -inch flat plate orifices. Flow was provided by a 12 -inch 
centrifugal pump operating alone, or by two 12-inch pumps opera
ting in series. The water leaving the model was directed into 
the laboratory storage r·eservoir for recirculation. 
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l NVESTl GATION 

Method of Testing 

Tests were made by setting the gate to the desired opening and 
passing water through it. Measurements were made of water and 
air flow rates with appropriate pressures acting in the system. 
For the calibration data, at least five discharge settings were 
made at each gate opening with heads rangin~from 20 to 57 feet, 
model. The data were plotted as H versus Q . A straight line 
of best fit was drawn thr·ough the points for each gate opening to 
establish the mean values used in determining the coefficients. 
Several spot checks were made to check the reproducibility of 
the gate settings and data. Reynolds nu~ers for the test 
points ran&d from the lowest of 3. 1 x 10 at a 5- percent opening 
to 2. 0 x 10 for full opening. These values were based upon the 
diameter of, and the velocity within, the 5. 65 -inch conduit and 
orifice. On the basis of the velocity through the gate opening, 
and on equivalent djameter for the opening, the minimum value 
becomes 2. 25 X 1 0:>. 

Tests were first made with the gate discharging freely into the 
atmosphere. Other tests with various conduit lengths installed 
downstream from the gate showed that air demand was appreciable 
and that the pressure regime downstream from the gate was 
affected by conduit length and quantity of air supplied. 

Discharge Into the Atmosphere 

The flow under free discharge conditions at various gate openings 
is shown in Figure 7. Considerable spray occurred at all openings. 
The pressures to be expected under a 370-foot operating head are 
given in Figure 8. Pressure factors, by which the pressures can 
be determined for other prototype heads are also given. These pres-

sure factors are dimensionless and are defined as ~x - ~0 where 
t - 2 

hx is the pressure head at a particular piezometer, ho is the pres
sure head at the reference station one conduit diameter upstream 
from the gate, Ht ls the total head at the reference station, (h0 + 
hv), and h2 is the pressure head just downstream from the gate. 
The value of h2 is measured at Piezometer 15, Ftgure G, and is 
atmospheric if no conduit is used. Prototype pressure values 
are obtained by using the factor for the piezometer in question, 
and introducing into the equation appropriate prototype values of 
Ht and h 2 and h0 . 
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At small gate openings, minute errors in positioning the leaf 
resulted in large changes, percentage-wise, in effective opening. 
This made accurate positioning of the mode 1 leaf imperative in 
order to obtain consistent data. Similarly, accurate positioning 
of the prototype leaf will be imperative to obtain reasonable cor
relation between actual and computed outlet releases. Z~ro op_en
ing is obtained when the bottom upstream edge of the leaf is level 
·wilh the orifice invert. .100-percent opening is obtained when the 
leaf boftom is level with the orifice crown. 

A slight flow interference occurs in the gate at the beginning of 
the downstream frame, particularly at small openings ( Figur·e · !:lA). 
Small feathery fins of water form at the corners of the jet as it 
passes through the control area in the gate. A part of each of 
these fins strikes the downstream frame and is deflected into the 
slot and track area. Enough water is deflected to partly fill the 
slots with turbulent, aerated, relatively slow moving water. 
This action is greatest at small gate openings, particularly at 
about 5 percent. No damage or difficulty is expected on the gate 
due to this minor interference. This is attested by the fact that 
the same interference was present in the Shasta model and pro
totype gates, 1/ and no trouble has been experienced after 
extensive field operation. 

The coefficient curve based on the orifice (or conduit) area for the 
modern jet -flow gate and upon the head differential across the 
gate was determined (Figure 1 0). The coefficients are considered 
appropriate for use for all jet-flow gates of recent design. The 0 

curve for the Shasta gates, based on the same parameters, also 
appears in Figure 10. 

Because no water is present within the gate bonnet, no water load 
occurs on top of the gate leaf. Similarly, the bottom of the leaf 
is free of water and is subjected only to an air load. Thus, there 
is no appreciable downpull force on the leaf during gate operation, 
and no heavy loads are imposed upon the lifting stems and hoists. 
Movement of the gate leaf is relatively friction-free because the 
leaf is carded on wheels that roll on metal tracks. The greatest 
source of friction occurs at the large circular seal which is always 
held in contact with the upstream face of the leaf ( F~gur·e 5) 0 

Discharge Into a Conduit- -Free Water Surface 

Tests with various conduit lengths of the same cross -section placed 
downstream from the gate showed that a number of factors affected 
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the water flow and air demand. The conduits were egg-shaped in 
cross-section, 6. 457 inches wide and 7. 919 inches high (Figures 6 
and 12). Lengths ranged from 24 inches to 120 inches, or the 
equivalent of 3. 72 to 18.58 times the downstream conduit width, D2. 

Small fins of water continued to strike the downstream gate frame 
and rise up the sides of the downstream conduit and then fall back 
to the bottom (Figure 9 B). Part of the water was deflected into the 
slots. No difficulty is expected with this m.inor action. 

Effect of Air System Restrictions. The first tests were made with 
a conduit 72 inChes long. Orifice plates with diameters of 1. 00, 
1. 50, 1. 90, and 2. 75 inches were used on the air inlet entrance 
to determine the effect of restrictions on the air flow. All tests 
were made with the gate 100 percent open and at model heads 
ranging from 10 to 50 feet. The 1. 00 -inch orifice showed a def
inite restrictive effect (Figure 13). A much less restrictive 
effect occurred with the 1. 50 -inch orifice. Little difference 
occurred between the· 1. 90- and the 2. 75 -inch orifices. The 
appearance of the jet was not materially affected by these dif
ferent restrictions in the air supply system. 

To reduce the number of test variables and to ease analysis of 
the data all subsequent tests were run with the same orifice 
plate. The 1. 90 -inch orifice was selected for the purpose because 
it provided reasonable differentials for low-flow measurements, 
without producing appreciable restrictive effect at high flows. 

Effect of Head. An increase in model operating head, and hence 
discharge, had the effect of appreciably increasing the air demand 
and the ratio of air flow to· water flow (F~g11res 13 thro~gh 19). 
Also the quantity of spray around the j~t increased rapidly as the 
model head increased. Conversely, increases in upstream head 
produced decreases in head in the conduit just downstream from 
the gate. This was expected because as greater quantities of 
air are carried away by the water and spray at higher flows, 
lower pressures must necessarily result in the downstream con
duit. 

Effect of Gate Opening. As the gate was opened from fully closed 
to the 5'b:...percent opened position, air demand increased, partie
ularly at the 25- and 40-foot heads (F~gures 14 thro~gh 18). The 
flow in a 24-inch:..long conduit with a 40-foot head, is shown in 
.Figure 11. Further opening at the 25 and 40 -foot heads produced 
a condition where the water jet occasionally became relatively 
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smooth, and then broke up again to produce a great deal of spray. 
The air demand was affected by the jet changes and was greatest 
when the spray was greatest. The unstable region is indicated in 
the curves of Figures 15 through 18. No surging or appreciable 
pressure variations occurred in the hydraulic system while the 
unstable conditions were being experienced. At a GO-percent 
gate opening the flow became stable again and the air demand 
dropped to that experienced at a 40-percent opening. The demand 
progressively increased at 70-, 80-, and 90-percent openings, and 
then rose rapidly to the peak demand at the 100-percent opening. 

Runs made with a 10-foot model head did not produce the unstable 
conditions at the 50- to 60 -percent gate openings, and did not pro
duce an intermediate peak demand at these openings. 

Effect of Conduit Length. Several lengths of downstream conduit 
were tested to determine the effect of length upon air demand, and 
to insur·e having sufficient length to obtain satisfactory repre
sentation of the very long prototype conduit. Data obtained in 
these tests are applicable only to the type of jet released by a jet
flow gate, and to the conduit cross -sectional shape and area 
ratios used. 

The rate of flow through the air inlet system followed erratic 
patterns as the conduit length was increased (Figure 19). Gener
ally similar patterns occurred at 25- and 40 -foot heads at a tOO
percent gate opening. In these cases the air demand increased 
as the conduit was lengthened to about 7 0 2, then dropped 
slightly as the conduit was further lengthened to about 12 D2. 
A general rise in demand occurred with further lengthening 
between 12 0 2 and 18.57 D2 the maximum length tested. The 
10 -foot head data showed a different pattern with a peak demand 
at about a 12 D2 conduit length and lower demands with shorter 
and longer conduits. 

Quite different patterns occurred with 50-percent gate openings at 
the 25- and 40 -foot heads. Sharp rises in demand accompanied 
conduit lengthening up to about 12 0 2 . With the 40-foot head, a 
more gradual rise followed up to the 18. 58 o2 length. The 25 -foot 
head data showed a peak demand at a 15 o2 length and a drop with 
further Lengthening. The 10 -foot head, 50-percent gate opening 
data showed about the same pattern as did the tOO-percent gate 
opening. In all cases, the demand at 50-percent gate opening 
was much Less than for the 10Q-percent opening. 
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An appreciable, but unmeasured portion of the total air demand 
of the system was supplied by air entering at the outlet end of 
the conduit and moving upstream a long the top of the fluid way. 
This reentrant air was particularly noticeable with the shortest 
conduits; however, even with a conduit Length of 18.58 D2. a small 
part of the total air demand appeared to be obtained in this manner. 

In summary, the type of jet emanating from the gate and the geom
etry of the conduit downstream apparently interact to produce air 
demands that vary erratically as the conduit length is changed. 
Stable, predictable conditions were not completely achieved, 
even with a conduit 18.58 D2 long. It did appear, how~ver, that 
further increases in length would have only minor effect upon the 
air demand, and further tests were deemed unnecessary. 

Effect of Closing Air Inlet. Drastic pressure reductions occurred 
in the gate and conduit system when the air flow through the inlet 
was severely restricted. Tests were made with the 120-inch-long 
conduit, a 37. 8-foot model head, and with the gate wide open. The 
discharge was 7. 35 cfs, and the upstream conduit piezometric 
pressure was 10. 10 feet. The air flow was slowly restricted by 
s tiding a cover over the opening of the 1. 90 -inch-diameter air 
inlet orifice. Pressures immediately Lowered throughout the 
system. The downstream conduit began to collapse when the 
pressure in it reached minus 17 feet. The reference station 
pressure reached minus 7 feet. The air inlet restrictic,l was 
quickly removed to avoid more extensive damage. The test served 
as a graphic example of the importance of adequate aeration 
of prototype gates discharging into tunnels so that satisfactory 
pressure gradients will be maintained and so that cavitation and 
other damage will be avoided. 

Effect of Froude Number. Kalinske and Robertson 2/ have shown 
that the rate of air entrainment in a hydraulic jump 1n a circular 
pipe is related to the entering Froude number minus 1 (Figure 20). 
Prototype outlet works air demand data obtained by the United 
States Corps of Engineers 3/ also shows a relationship, and a 
suggested design curve has-been presented ( Ftgllt"(' 20). The 
model data from the Trinity jet-flow gate 1s shown on the same 
plot, and conforms generally to the Kalwske and Robertson data. 

Interpretation of the Trinity model results in terms of prototype 
performance must be approached with caution. First, there was 
no hydraulic jump in the conduits and att· pumptng was due to 
insufflation and boundary drag. Secondly, the velocities us~d 
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in the Froude number calculations were the computed vena con
tracta velocities using the full head. And thirdly, the depths 
used were the computed depths in the downstream conduit 
assuming that the flow was traveling at the vena contracta veloc
ities. These manipulations were necessary to obtain a basis for 
comparison with the existing data and are believed to be justified. 
They may also be used for later comparisons with prototype jet
flow gate data, as it becomes available, but they cannot, as yet, 
be regarded as established rules. 

1/ "The Hydraulic Design of a Control Gate for the 102-inch Outlets 
1n Shasta Dam'', by F. C. Lowe, Report No. Hyd. 201, USBR. 

2/"Entrainment of Air in Flowing Water--Closed Conduit Flow", by 
A.. A. Kalinske and J .. W. Robertson, Transactions, ASCE, Vol. 
108, 1943. 

3/''Hydraulic Design Criteria'', Sheet 050-l, United States Army 
Corps of Engineers. 
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. ·I 4t'OD/.,I/ Re1nforcement bar 

DETAIL A 

NOTE 
A//1 41'd1o ,.,tremforcement bar anchors and all ad1ustoble 

su{)(J()rts shall be furn1shed by tile contractor Ports~ SB 59 
and gJ o111/ De furmshed wllh 84' 1er flow gate '-·-· 

INSTALLATION INSTRUTfONS 

' Install the oartton of the qotes tf'Ot 11 ro be l!tri/Jedded beta .. 
eleiiOtiorllOtO.lS. 

2 Tile embeded oartton of the qotes silo// be completely 
assembled except for the gate leo•es and hOists 

J. Support the gates and downstream /mer on adjustable 
supoarts. Bolt up the gotes,lmers, and connector. 

• Assemble and weld all onc110r balrs as showtl 
Aline the gates by ad,ustmq the nuts on the anchor bolts 
and the adJustable su{)(J()f'ts wh1CII silo// remam embedded 

6 Tile f1rst concrete 11ft shall f111 tile rlti!Jfollower blackout to 
elevot1on 1992 so The second ldt shall come to 6inches 
above the bottom of the 1et, flow gate rhereofter the concrete 
shall be placed around the gfl te m J ft but 110t more than 
s foot It fts and the olmement shall be recllecked after eoclllift 

l. For furfllef' mstructtons for olmmg and emDeddlil(jthe gates 
and for fa1rtng tile water possoge.,oy, see Paragraphs 
140 and t42 of Speetfteot1on No DC ·4824 
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NOTES 

1 rne contaCT surfaces of the wneets 011d the track shall lte m o true plo11e 
wtth o motomum de••OioOn of 0 OtO" tn S feet. r11e upstream Olld down
stream sl•drnq surfaces of the qutdes and the seal surfaces shall /le 
,, o plane parallel ro rne track o11d tne clearances, as sllow11 m Sect ton 
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2 llssemble prstall rrnqs wolh the pressure Stde Of two rrnqs turned up Or.d 
the other two turned dow11 

J ro replace pockmq 11!. ( wrth pressure under ptston !11 remo•e pluq !1 to 
relreve pressure from pockrnq recess lifter replocmq pockmq 11!. rep:cce 
pluq !2 

4 Lock screws !.1 and !1 .. , ports m..ll..~.Z§..ond H.ot three pomts-v.oith 
center pu11ch scores 

s 1111 V·type poctmq robe snuq but not ttghtlr compressed when qlonds ore 
secured .n place 
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C. PRESSURE FACTORS - 72" LONG t.AODEL CONDUIT DOWNS T REA 1.4 

JET FLOW 

Pre~~ure Foc1or • .~~-~ 
Hr - hz 

wher!' nc • t»elometer pressure. ft water 
h0 • preo;sure oo corii1JI 1 doome!er upstreom from qate. fl waler 
H, • h0 • t\v • f<'OI neod at reference llifat•on. ft ttater 
r;•IT!'i5ll'e on down<;tream condu~ (poez oSI.flwaler 

(almQ'illl"enc .ohen no conduol •s a•esen! I 

GATE 
TRINITY AUXILIARY OUTLET WORKS 

FACTORS PRESSURES AND PRESSURE 

Daro From I. 14.87 Hydrouo.c Model 
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Q- rate of flow cfs 
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6H-total head at reference 
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FIGURE 10 

REPORT HYO. 4 72 
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GATE OPENING-% EFFECTIVE TRAVEL 

JET FLOW GATE 
TRINITY AUXILIARY OUTLET WORKS 

·COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE-VS-GATE OPENING 

Data From I: 14.87 Hydraulic Model 
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B. AIR-WATER R;.TIO vs HEAD C. AIR FLOW vs. ORIFICE AREA 

JET FLOW GATE 
TRINITY AUXILIARY OUTLET WORKS 

EFFECT OF AIR INLET ORIFICE SIZE ON AIR DEMAND 
GATE 100.,_ OPEN -CONDUIT 72 INCHES LONG (11.15D) 

Dolo ~rom 1 14.87 Hydraulic Model 
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8. AIR FLOW vs. GATE OPENING C. AIR-WATER RATIO vs GATE OPENING 
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B. AIR FLOW vs. GATE OPENING C. AIR-WATER RATIO vs. GATE OPENING 

JET FLOW GATE 
TRINITY AUXILIARY OUTLET WQRI(S 

AIR 
CONDUIT 72 

DEMAND WITH 
INCHES LONG (11.15 D l 

Data From 1.14.87 Hydraulic Model 
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B. AIR FLOW vs. GATE OPENING C. AIR-WATER RATIO vs GATE OPENING 

JET FLOW GATE 
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Ooto From 1 14 87 tiydrouloc Model 
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A. AIR FLOW vs. CONDUIT LENGTH B. AIR·WATER RATIO vs CONDUIT LENGTH 

JET FLOW GATE 
TRINITY AUXILIARY 

EFFECT OF MODEL 
ON AIR 

OUTLET 

CONDUIT 
DEMAND 

WQRI(S 

LENGTH 

Dolo From I: 14.87 Hydraulic Model 
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fo~ ' -- - KALINSKE 6 ROBERTSON TESTS 
00 (Laboratory study using 6-inch pipe) 
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FROUOE NUMBER MINUS I ( F-1) 

EXPLANATION 

ll = 10' head 0 = 25' head o = 40' heod 
F = VI .!Qd I FROUDE NUMBER I 

V = Water velocity ot vena controcto 
d =Depth on downstream conduit using vena controcto oreo 
g = Acce lero t ion of gravity 

JET FLOW GATE 

TRINITY AUXILIARY OUTLET WORKS 

EFFECT OF FROUDE NUMBER ON AIR-WATER RATIO 
Doto From 1:14.87 Hydraulic Model 
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